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that's also the case with intel hardware sorry not "intel" sorry "amd" aobelk: hi, thanks for fixing it aobelk: would it be possible
to file a bug with kde-workspace, kubuntu-ppa and ubuntu-desktop? bug 1247272 in KDE SC "KDE 3.5.x compositing works

on Intel GPU" [Medium,Triaged] aobelk: if you are the one who does the phoenix fixes what would be the package name you'd
like me to update to 3.5.14 to? Riddell: I'm updating it to 3.5.14 and then I'll patch the package you've mentioned. aobelk: it'll
take a few hours to update the package but that'll fix it in the package and set it to high priority for the packaging team to do

aobelk: if you could also mention the bug number in your changelog that'd be good Riddell: How do I update kde-workspace for
3.5.14? it's in the kubuntu-ppa PPA aobelk: it's in the kubuntu-ppa PPA oh I forgot to mention there's a new package of kde-

workspace to make it package 3.5.14 in the archive Riddell: Riddell: New package is 3.5.13? yes aobelk: that doesn't have
3.5.14 in it, you want k
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Buy: PreSonus VST, AU and ReWire Support Add-On for Studio One Artist, Download MFR: VST AND AU AND REWIRE.
Operating System: Macintosh, PC/Windows, ... Read more Buy: PreSonus VST, AU and ReWire Support Add-On for Studio

One Artist, Download MFR: VST AND AU AND REWIRE. Operating System: Macintosh, PC/Windows, ... Read more
SpeakerCraft Profile 8 Semi-Opening is a set of two high-performance wideband speakers designed by SpeakerCraft engineers,

... SpeakerCraft Profile 8 Semi-Opening is a set of two high-performance full range speakers, designed by SpeakerCraft
engineers, that ... Read more fffad4f19a
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